
Case: Woodcutter Will is 

accused of  

attempted murder  

Case Outline 

Woodcutter Will is accused of attempting to  murder the Daddy Wolf in  Little Red Riding Hood’s 

grandmother’s cottage. After hearing screams Woodcutter Will says that he ran to 

grandmother’s cottage and found the wolf  attacking Little Red Riding Hood. When police 

arrived  the Woodcutter was found holding a blood stained axe and had large scratch marks all 

over his body. The Wolf had a small chunk of his tail missing.  

Date of Incident: 31st May 1827 

Location of Incident: Deep in the Woods 

Time of Incident: 3:00pm 

  

Facts related to the Case: 

• Woodcutter Will was accused of killing a wolf in the summer of 1820 but was not found guilty. 

• It is illegal to kill a wolf Deep in the Woods. 

• Daddy Wolf is known for his bad temper and has been in a number of fights with other 

wolves . He is banned from the watering hole where most animals meet for water and a chat. 

Defendant Profile: Woodcutter Will 

Age: 38 

Occupation: Woodcutter 

Personal Life:  

 Woodcutter Will has been a woodcutter all his life. He is loved by all in the 

woods as he is always there to help carry firewood or fix  a leaking roof. 

 According to reports he also acts as the woods’ security guard as he keeps 

watch for wolves who eat people’s animals and scare their children. 

 

Victim Profile: The Wolf 

Age: Unknown 

Occupation: Daddy Wolf 

Personal Life:  

• Daddy Wolf lives in a den with his four wolf cubs.  His wife was  

killed in the summer of 1820 but no one has ever been found guilty. 

• He has been seen hanging around the Woodcutter’s cottage. 



Evidence relating to the Incident 

  

  

Witnesses Present 

• Red Riding Hood’s Mother: After Little Red Riding Hood did not return home from her 

Grandmother’s her mother set off to find her. She arrived to find Little Red Riding Hood clinging 

to Woodcutter Will  but too afraid to speak. She hasn’t spoken since the event and is unable to 

leave Woodcutter Will’s side. 

• Judge Mary from the trial of a murdered fox in 1820: She remains convinced that the 

Woodcutter was guilty of killing Mummy Wolf in 1820. It was only because the wolf blood found 

at his cottage was not Mummy’s Wolf’s that the trial was closed. 

In the trial: 

• Use 2 pieces of evidence.  

• You can question 1 witness.   

 

A blood stained axe was found at the 

scene with the initials WW engraved 

on the handle 

Drawings of Woodcutter Will were 

found in Daddy Wolf’s den with red 

scratch marks through. 

Grandmother’s bonnet was found on 

her very messy bed but she was 

nowhere to be found. 

A nearby fox heard the Woodcutter 

say ‘I’m going to get that Wolf once 

and for all.’ 
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